Registration Form (To be send to sril.altoconselho@gmail.com)

Marquês de Pombal* Palace, Oeiras

Frater …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

SRI……………….., Grade………….. Office ……………………….…………………………………..…………………………..

Spouse ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Cost per person

Number of Persons

Euros

COSTS
Booking Form for meals
Friday 4th October
Marquis of Pombal Palace Dinner (free foreign guests)

_______

____0___€

_______

_______€

Saturday 5th October
Hotel Fénix Buffet 1:00 p.m.

(€ 27)

Only 20 places available. Other guests may use the Hotel restaurant service
Hotel Fénix Diner* 7:30 p.m

(€ 40)

_______

TOTAL Cost
*Vegetarian food is available if requested
Payable by transfer (send a copy of the receipt to: sril.altoconselho@gmail.com):

Societas Rosicruciana in Lusitana
BPI - Banco Português de Investimentos
IBAN: PT 50 0010 0000 4846 6030 0016 0
SWIFT: BBPIPTPL

_______€
_______€

HOTEL FÈNIX LISBON Accommodation
The place of the SRIL High Council is: Fénix Hotel Lisboa. However, other
hotels are available belonging the same group of hotels.
All bookings should be made through this link:
https://srilcouncil2019.hfhotels.com/,
choosing the hotel, dates and number of people per room.
Participants will receive a 10% discount on the online rate if they make the
reservation through that link.

Marquês de Pombal square, Lisboa

Located on the central Marquês de Pombal square, this non-smoking hotel features
soundproofed rooms with a flat-screen TV and picturesque views of the city. At just 10 m from
a metro stop, the property offers free WiFi access, car rental services and organizes citywide
tours.
All rooms at HF Fénix Lisboa offer a well-lit work desk and have access to cable channels,
including a variety of sports channels. Each air-conditioned room has its own safety deposit
box.
Espaço Jardim Restaurant serves Portuguese and European dishes for breakfast, lunch and
dinner. Coffee from a Nespresso machine is available in the mornings, while drinks or aperitif
can be enjoyed on in the garden’s furnished terrace.
The staff at Fénix Lisboa can arrange laundry pick-up and delivery services. Guests can also
make use of the indoor parking facilities, which is open throughout the day (surcharges apply).
HF Fénix Lisboa is a 10-minute drive from Bairro Alto’s entertainment venues. It is less than
100 m away from Avenida da Liberdade’s designer shops and historic buildings. Parque
Eduardo VII is across the street from the property. Reachable via metro, Lisbon's Humberto
Delgado International Airport is 7.7 km from the hotel.
The Hotel is a great choice for travellers interested in monuments, friendly locals and history.
Couples particularly like the location — they rated it 9.0 for a two-person trip.

